Poetry

Please ask a member of staff if you need help locating a particular resource.

Use the Key Stage links below to browse books for a specific age-range. Press ‘Ctrl + F’ to search for the title of a book or author’s surname.

(Please note: this is a search tool only, references are not appropriate for use in assignments)

KS1       KS2       KS3       KS4

Poetry Collections for All Ages


Letria, J. J. (2005). The moon has written you a poem: poems to read with children on moonlit nights. [Kent], Winged Chariot.
(1996). Another day on your foot and I would have died London, Macmillan Children's.


Bloom, V. (2009). Hot like fire and other poems; poems from ‘The world is sweet’ and ‘Hot like fire’. London, Bloomsbury.


Kerr, A. E. ([1999]). Poetry Pack: Key Stage 2. Weston-Super-Mare, Quercus
Mann, J. (2009). Give us a chance: poems of creatures that we love to hate or may not yet appreciate. Woodend, Vinca.
Morpurgo, M. E. (2002). Because a fire was in my head: 101 poems to remember. London, Faber and Faber.


Poetry for KS3 +


Poetry for KS4+
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